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LEAD's MCMW Video Codec is the multimedia compressor/decompressor that creates high-quality,
small-sized video files from analog, mixed-format video files. LEAD's MCMW Video Codec is an all-in-
one codec solution designed to compress and decompress in real time. LEAD's MCMW Video Codec
works with any Windows application that can play or record. LEAD's MCMW Video Codec has wide
tolerance for differences in media, bit-rates and different applications. LEAD's MCMW Video Codec
uses an advanced 8×8-based wavelet based compression system with advanced techniques and
features. The MCMW Video Codec's advanced compression techniques and advanced error
concealment algorithms provide high quality, not only in compression mode, but in playback mode
as well. The MCMW Video Codec offers a wide range of useful compression features, such as narrow
bandwidth mode, low delay mode, precoding and bandwidth control. LEAD's MCMW Video Codec is
an optimized codec for digital video content. What makes this codec so unique is that it is a
decompression/compression module integrated to the Windows Multimedia subsystem. LEAD's
MCMW Video Codec works with any Windows application that can record or playback. "RAW" or
"RAW+", LEAD's MCMW Video Codec is designed to compress "RAW" (uncompressed) files. The
"RAW+" mode of the LEAD's MCMW Video Codec offers performance superior to any other
compression/decompression product available on the market today. The LEAD's MCMW Video Codec
supports multiple bit-rates in "RAW" and "RAW+" modes and can work well with source-cameras with
multiple resolutions. The LEAD's MCMW Video Codec is an "out-of-the-box" solution that is supported
in Windows and other operating systems. LEAD's MCMW Video Codec can deliver incredible savings
in bandwidth. It is designed to compress streamlets of video much smaller than any other existing
compression products in the market. LEAD's MCMW Video Codec is an all-in-one solution that allows
compression and decompression at the same time. This codec uses an advanced state of the art
wavelet based compression system that utilizes the most advanced features and techniques. LEAD's
MCMW Video Codec offers high performance and offers efficient compressing/decompressing
modules. LEAD's MCMW Video b7e8fdf5c8
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LEAD's MCMW is the latest version of the Multi-Component Wavelet Multi-Vector (MCMW) Wavelet
Packet Modulator/Demodulator (WPV). The new implementation is a major upgrade to the previous
code, which is now LEAD's MCMW Video Codec. The following differences are noted between the new
LEAD MCMW Video Codec and previous releases: ￭ New improved quality (compared to previous
release). ￭ New, faster implementation. ￭ New support for 16-bit and 32-bit color. ￭ New support for
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) format. ￭ Improved file format flexibility. ￭ Binary (8-bit) and
8-bit color (off-screen) support. ￭ Increased quality and smaller AVI file sizes. ￭ New scaling and
masking functions. ￭ Improved rate control. ￭ Compatible with Microsoft Windows 2000 and later. ￭
Compatible with DirectShow V1.0 and later. ￭ Compatible with Windows Media Format (WMV)
(Version 4, 5, 6 and 7). ￭ New function to display resolution and conversion settings. ￭ New function
to resume video playback. ￭ New function to start recording. ￭ New function to delete recording. ￭
New function to pause video recording. ￭ New function to display various parameters related to
encoding and decoding. ￭ New function to display various parameters related to bit rate control. ￭
New function to display various parameters related to quality control. ￭ New function to disable and
enable compression. ￭ New function to adjust frame size. ￭ New function to adjust video bit rate. ￭
New function to adjust video display resolution. ￭ New function to adjust video pixel aspect ratio. ￭
New function to adjust audio volume. ￭ New function to adjust audio balance. ￭ New function to
adjust audio delay time. ￭ New function to scale the input signal. ￭ New function to scale the output
signal. ￭ New function to change the source or destination frame rate. ￭ New function to convert the
input video to a different video format. ￭ New function to

What's New In?

LEAD MCMW Codec provides plug and play support for the Video 1 layer and can decode AVI files up
to V1.1, MPEG-2, VC-1 and RealVideo with very good quality. LEAD MCMW supports the MPEG-1,
MPEG-2 and VC-1 video standards. LEAD MCMW was developed to enhance the performance of
standard video coding algorithms (similar to how JPEG was developed to enhance the performance of
standard compression algorithms). The LEAD MCMW Codec decodes standard compression formats
with comparable output to a decompressor. If the output quality is not good, the user can increase
the compression by increasing the number of quality control passes through the output. "LEAD
MCMW Video Codec": - Features compress/decompress AVI video files using many different video file
formats. - Features multiple codecs with different bit rates and resolutions. - Supports all the AVI
standards: AVI1, AVI2, AVI3, AVI4, AVI5, AVI7, AVI8, AVI9, AVI10, AVI11. - Supports streaming of AVI
video up to V1.0, V1.1 (128 kbps, 160 x 120, 4:4:4, 24 or 30 frames per second). -
Compress/decompress MPEG-1 (up to 1.2 Mbps, 2:2:2 chroma sampling, 30 or 30 frames per second,
4:1:1, I-frames), MPEG-2 (up to 2.4 Mbps, 4:2:0 chroma sampling, 30 or 30 frames per second, 2:1:1,
I-frames), MPEG-4 (up to 40 Mbps, 4:2:0, 30 or 30 frames per second), MPEG-7, VC-1 (up to 25 Mbps,
4:2:0 chroma sampling, 30 or 30 frames per second) and RealVideo (up to 25 Mbps, 4:2:0 chroma
sampling, 30 or 30 frames per second) videos. - Compress/decompress MPEG-4 videos with either
the standard (up to 8 Mbps, 4:2:0 chroma sampling, 30 or 30 frames per second) and scalable (up to
8 Mbps, 4:2:0 or 8:8:8 chroma sampling, 30 or 30 frames per second, 8:5:5, 1 row of samples,
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System Requirements For LEAD MCMW Video Codec:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 Processor: Intel 1.8GHz or faster Memory: 1 GB RAM or better Graphics:
DirectX 9-compatible video card DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection
NOTE: With Game Center, the multiplayer modes of Pixel Heroes are now supported. Pixel Heroes A2
is the sequel to the acclaimed Pixel Heroes, featuring all new levels, characters, and gameplay. You
play as the revolutionary hero, Thanatos, who must stop
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